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Everything you need to get to the top

Software solutions that
mobilize your potential 

Services that get you ready
for top performance

If you want the best and are unwilling to make 
 compromises in electronics manufacturing, the 
SIPLACE X-series is for you. Not only because it 
features the world’s fastest placement speed, but 
because it sets new benchmarks in all criteria that 
matter for high efficiency electronics production: 
performance, flexibility, quality, and investment 
 protection. In combination with customized SIPLACE 
Software Solutions and the experienced SIPLACE 

Service Team that is always at your disposal, our 
trend- setting high-end platform opens up new 
possibilities for raising your productivity. If you 
want to leave your competitors behind, SIPLACE is 
the way to go – with the perfect interaction of equip-
ment, software and service.  Compare for yourself: 
Who else can offer such a comprehensive high-end 
solution? And who else can make your manufactur-
ing as  productive as SIPLACE?
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SIPLACE high-end solutions:
Valuable potential for your success

Are you looking for maximum productivity, flexibility, quality and investment

protection? Then you should take a close look at the SIPLACE X-series. 

SIPLACE gives you optimum line balancing, coordinated processes and 

world-class performance along with quick new product introductions, 

intelligent setup concepts and 100-percent placement inspection. Check for 

yourself whether any other manufacturer can offer you all these benefits.
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Innovative technology

Innovation is the key to being the
leader in productivity, flexibility and
quality. Only a highly innovative supplier
can meet its customers‘ needs and
come up with new solutions again and
again. Features that combine speed and
quality in a single machine, such as our
digital SIPLACE vision system. Thanks
to our state-of-the-art camera and data
processing technology, it operates with
exceptional performance and accuracy.
Or the SIPLACE X-feeders that are 
robust, flexible, intelligent, and easy 
to use.  

Strong in LEDs

The efficient placement of sensitive 
LEDs is one of the challenges currently 
facing many electronics manufactur-
ers. The SIPLACE X is the answer to 
these challenges. With its combination 
of X-feeders, the SIPLACE SpeedStar 
20-segment placement head and special 
nozzles, the SIPLACE X lets you place 
LEDs in sizes of up to 8 x 8 mm at high 
speeds, but with a very gentle touch. 
Even backlight units with board lengths 
of up to 800 mm don’t pose a problem for 
the SIPLACE X. Its software and place-
ment programs take the various bright-
ness classes into account to ensure 
high-quality end products. Don’t hesitate 
to become one of the many users who 
put their trust in the SIPLACE X for LED 
placement applications. 

Real value

Innovations that are often hidden in
the details account for the real value
of a solution. For high-mix customers,
our plug-and-play feeders add the most
value, while quality-conscious customers
benefit from our sophisticated vision
checks. Give us a call and ask us to 
prepare a detailed and customized value 
analysis for you.

Compare for yourself
Still having doubts? No problem.
Compare for yourself. Take a look at all
the suppliers of SMT-solutions. Once you 
have made your comparison, talk to us 
and tell us what you found out. We look 
forward to hearing from you.
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SIPLACE X-Series:  
At the top of the high-end segment 

With its exceptional performance and flexibility, its trendsetting technologies 

and its highest quality standards the SIPLACE X-series is the leading placement 

solution on the market. With two, three or four gantries, different heads and 

various transport modes, the system can be configured or reconfigured to 

perfectly meet your needs today and tomorrow.

Two, three or four gantries –
for scalable placement performance

The modular SIPLACE X-series adapts 
easily to any requirements. For any 
production line, you can select the best 
possible configuration. To maximize your 
bottom line, four different versions are 
available:
▪ SIPLACE X4i, the machine that sets 

the world record in terms of speed in 
real factory conditions.

▪ SIPLACE X4, which can be deployed 
as a high-end or a quick and flexible 
end-of-line machine.

▪ SIPLACE X3 and X2 can be configured 
for  special requirements and most 
 commonly used as flexible placement 
modules for odd-shaped components.

Modularity with intelligence

Are you optimally prepared for your 
product spectrum? We are! With the 
 SIPLACE X-series, the placement heads 
can be configured and exchanged in 
the field, depending on your needs. It 
meets any requirements, from a high-
speed solution to an end-of-line station. 
We call this modularity with intelligence. 
In  addition to the highly accurate and 
 extremely fast 20-nozzle collect & place 
head, which can also be used for 01005 
mass production, our proven 6-nozzle 
and 12-nozzle collect & place heads as 
well as our  flexible and highly accurate 
TwinHead for odd-shaped components 
are avail able.

Productivity along the entire line

A placement machine doesn’t demon-
strate its full capability until it’s an inte-
grated member of the line. To let you 
take advantage of your line’s potential, 
SIPLACE offers sophisticated optimiza-
tion tools, intelligent setup concepts and 
advanced line monitoring. And with the 
portfolio of SIPLACE Services, you can 
meet your targets not only short-term, 
but for years to come. A team of experts 
with many years of experience in the 
SMT industry stands ready to support 
you.

SIPLACE X. For X times more success in your market.
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X times more speed

▪	 Maximum	performance	you	can	depend	on	under	realistic	
 production conditions

▪	 No	performance	slow-down	for	very	small	or	very	complex	
 components, regardless of product

▪	 Line	optimization	and	reduction	of	non-productive	times	through	
performance optimization

▪	 Thanks	to	innovative	i-Placement	the	SIPLACE	X4i	sets	 
the world performance record

Compare for yourself! 
No other supplier makes you more productive.

Only for the SIPLACE X-series:
The 20-nozzle collect & place high-performance head

Proof of maximum real performance: The internationally 
recognized IPC test board after IPC 9850
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The high-speed head:
SIPLACE 20-nozzle collect & place

Time is money. That‘s why the top 
speed of the SIPLACE X-series 
directly affects your bottom line. One 
major factor: The 20-nozzle collect & 
place head with its advanced direct 
drive. It is robust and requires lit-
tle maintenance, but most of all it is 
extremely fast and accurate. Up to 
four of these heads can be installed in 
a 4-gantry machine to get you ready 
for top performance. 

The speed champion:
SIPLACE	X4i

If fast is still not enough, the SIPLACE 
X4i is the machine for you. It is by far 
the world’s fastest placement machine 
based on its theoretical performance, 
its SIPLACE benchmark performance, 
and the non-proprietary IPC-per-
formance standard, which provides 
the best basis for comparisons. This 
unique level of performance is made 
possible by the new “i-Placement” 
concept, which involves two 20-noz-
zle collect & place heads operating 
independently of each other, each 
populating a single board at a time. 
The “Combined PCB” function, which 
involves two boards being treated 
as one, and the “Productivity Lane” 
function for parallel processing are 
 additional speed enhancements.  
The result: Maximum placement 
 performance under real conditions  
for maximum productivity.

“Borrow Performance”: Intelligent 
top and bottom placement

Are you planning to manufacture 
 products with strongly divergent place-
ment contents side-by-side on your 
dual- or quad-lane conveyor tracks? 
With the “Borrow Performance” option 
of the SIPLACE X-series you can 
improve your productivity even further. 
PCBs with lower placement volumes 
are simply routed through several 
machines or placement areas of the 
line, leaving more capacity for the 
products with lots of components to 
be placed. The placement program 
and the setup optimization adapt auto-
matically. The result: Your SIPLACE X 
line runs all side-by-side applications 
perfectly balanced at all times. “Bor-
row Performance” is the ideal option 
for top and bottom placements and 
for a more flexible production environ-
ment. 

SIPLACE X4i – the world record
holder in placement performance

Maximum performance: World record!

Placement performance of the SIPLACE X4i

IPC-performance: 102,000 cphh

SIPLACE
Benchmark performance:

120,000 cph

Theoretical performance: 135,500 cph

SIPLACE	X4i	Highlights

i-placement

Borrow Performance

Quad Lane 
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X times more flexibility

▪	 Head	and	transport	modularity	for	quick	adaptation	to	changing	
requirements

▪	 SIPLACE	Random	Setup	provides	easy	setup	adjustments	for	
	short-term	job	changes

▪	 Intelligent	feeder	and	setup	concepts	for	optimum	capacity	
 utilization 

▪	 Offline	setup	preparation	and	vision	teaching	for	the	fastest	new	
product  introductions

Compare for yourself!  
With SIPLACE you are always ready for any product requirements.

Efficiency increases of up to 30 percent:
With the flexible SIPLACE dual transport

Quick setup changeovers without having
to stop the line: SIPLACE X-feeders
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Your choice of transport modes

You can choose from different PCB 
transport modes: the SIPLACE single 
transport or the flexible SIPLACE 
dual transport. The latter features all 
the benefits of a traditional dual con-
veyor, such as shorter non-productive 
times, along with singletransport 
mode. Depending on the nature of 
your  product, you can adjust conveyor 
tracks and modes within seconds, and 
the SIPLACE Long Board and Wide 
Board options let you handle over-
sized PCBs. 

100% uptime with intelligent 
 feeders

The SIPLACE X-series operates with 
intelligent feeders that simplify setups 
and changeovers significantly. You 
can even dismount and install feed-
ers while the machine keeps running. 
LEDs on the feeders indicate their 
 status: In use, Waiting for compo-
nents, Ready to be removed. You 
really can’t make it any easier.

The fastest new product 
 introductions on the market

With SIPLACE, new product introduc-
tions can be handled with exceptional 
speed. SIPLACE Virtual Product 
Build lets you program, set up and 
verify offline. Errors can be fixed with 
SIPLACE Pro. And the SIPLACE 
Vision Teaching Station lets you 
 create new component descriptions 
for even the most complex compo-
nents offline and on-the-fly. All these 
tools make product changeovers as 
easy as child’s play: You simply down-
load the program to the line, and the 
new production can start. You can’t 
make it any easier.

Four different placement
heads for maximum flexibility

Maximum Flexibility

Component spectrum 01005 to 200 x 125 mm2

Product changeover time 0 seconds

Programming time for
component shapes

20 seconds

Feeder changeover time 8 seconds

Feeder change without
production interruption

Yes
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X times the quality

▪	 Continuous	checks	during	the	placement	process	provide	lowest	 
dpm rates and maximum product quality

▪	 Digital	vision	system	for	reliable	component	recognition

▪	 Fastest	and	most	reliable	01005	placement

▪	 Intelligent	software	for	seamless	setup	verification	and	traceability

Compare for yourself! Who else can offer this much security  
and  reliability for your production?

Reliable and high-speed component recognition
with the digital SIPLACE vision system
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Trust is good, 100 percent place-
ment process control is better

Are you sure that you are operat-
ing your placement process with the 
highest reliability? All models of the 
SIPLACE X-series come standard 
with various control mechanisms 
for maximum placement reliability. 
Vacuum sensors on the nozzles check 
continuously that each component is 
picked up and placed correctly. Force 
sensors control the placement force 
and compensate for height differences 
during pickup and board variations 
during placement. The result: The 
SIPLACE X-series features maximum 
placement reliability and accuracy 
– for the lowest dpm rate in the high-
end segment.

Vision inspection –
because you can never be too safe

You want: the fastest and most reli-
able component recognition that’s 
also easy to use. We offer: the digital 
SIPLACE vision system that identifies 
each component based on its geom-
etry and color. It also stores images 
of components (so-called “vision 
dumps”) that document why and 
which components were discarded.

Prevent setup errors with the
SIPLACE setup verification

Perfect setup changeovers made 
easy: With the SIPLACE X-series, 
 setups are verified via barcodes on 
the circuit board and on components 
reels as well as via the intelligent 
SIPLACE X-feeders. Setup errors 
become a thing of the past.

01005	placement	without
compromises

The SIPLACE X-series is ready for 
01005 placement by default. Both the 
20-nozzle collect & place head and 
the SIPLACE X-feeders are capable 
of handling the smallest components 
with the same speed and quality as 
any other components.

01005 components:
Smaller than a grain of kitchen salt

Maximum Quality

Placement accuracy ± 22 μm/3σ

Pickup rate ≥ 99,95 %

Dpm rate ≤ 3 dpm

Lighting levels Up to 6

Sensors
Vacuum sensors and force
sensors are standard equipment
in all placement heads

Vision system Digital
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To let you implement your goals in your everyday business and get 

the most from your SMT line, SIPLACE offers a software suite with 

comprehensive tools for SMT line and production management. We 

also offer an innovative system for production planning and control 

that drastically speeds up setup changeovers and provides you with 

maximum process reliability. We stand behind our promises.

SIPLACE Software brings out
more performance for you 

The SIPLACE Software Suite

SIPLACE Facts (Order and Material Management)

SIPLACE	OIB	(Operations Information Broker Interface)

SIPLACE 
PRO

Graphical 
Programming System

SIPLACE 
Split Table Mode

SIPLACE 
OIS

Operation Information  
System

SIPLACE 
Explorer

Web-based 
Production Monitoring

SIPLACE 
Setup Center

Setup Verification 

SIPLACE  
Traceability
Traceability 

SIPLACE  
Feeder Manager

Feeder Management 

SIPLACE  
EDM

Data Management

SiCluster  
Professional

Automatic Generation 
of Setup Families

SIPLACE  
Station Software  

with Graphical  
User Interface

SIPLACE LES (Line Execution System for high mix lines)

Product	Definition
& Line Control

Production Monitoring
& Process Control

Setup	Verification
& Traceability
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Product definition, optimization  
and line management

Error-free new product introductions in 
the shortest possible period of time and 
optimum line utilization are critical for 
top-notch manufacturing performance. 
The programs in the SIPLACE Software 
Suite make it easy to program products, 
optimize product groups and balance 
them within the respective SMT produc-
tion lines.  

Production monitoring and  
process control

To meet your production goals, you must 
permanently monitor and control your 
manufacturing equipment. The SIPLACE 
Software Suite includes monitoring 
products that notify you as soon as a 
machine or line exceeds or falls below 
pre-set limits.

Setup verification & traceability

Setup errors lead to production errors. 
The user-friendly SIPLACE software 
programs help you avoid such errors to 
maintain the highest quality standards in 
your electronics production.

SIPLACE Software Suite  
features:

▪ Fast programming and quick  
error  detection

▪ Reduction of changeover times  
and downtimes

▪ Optimum utilization of your   
production line

▪ Real-time manufacturing data
▪ Instant distribution of information
▪ Optimum resource utilization
▪ Timely notification when reordering 

points have been reached
▪ Coordination of maintenance  

activities

SIPLACE Traceability for tracking
and tracing along the entire line

SIPLACE Software: Intelligent programs for product definition, 
production monitoring and setup verification
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Proactive advice and support instead of reactive responses when

something	goes	wrong	–	that‘s	SIPLACE	Service.	Our	comprehensive

portfolio of services even helps you to optimize your overall

line	effectiveness	(OLE)	by	making	sure	that	assets,	people	and

processes work together seamlessly. The SIPLACE Service team

with its more than 20 years of experience can develop customized

solutions for any needs. No matter where you are in the world, you

can depend on the expertise of the global SIPLACE team.

SIPLACE Service for competency  
in all aspects of electronics production

SIPLACE Service offers customized solutions
for any requirements

Practice-oriented and meeting the highest
standards: SIPLACE Training courses
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Your placement systems –
always in top shape

Keeping your placement systems in  
top shape is critical for trouble-free 
 manufacturing. Our professional 
SIPLACE Support services help you  
to keep your machines running. With  
our experience and expertise you can 
keep your placement solution running  
at the top of its capabilities – for as long 
as you own it. We also help you with 
advice and support on new technologies 
and upgrades. Our product spectrum 
includes the following services: 
 Installation and commissioning, 
 maintenance, calibration, machine 
 capability checks, machine condition 
 certification, hotline-support and 
 technical services for upgrading and 
enhancing existing  systems.

Your employees – always up-to-date

The motivation and technical skills of 
your people are as important as your 
equipment. That’s why SIPLACE offers 
a broad spectrum of training courses 
ranging from basic operator training to 
detailed seminars for experts. Using a 
knowledge gap analysis, we adjust the 
training program to your specific needs. 
All SIPLACE training courses can be 
conducted in one of our 14 Training   
Centers worldwide or at your plant 
(“Mobile Classroom”).

Your processes – ready for  
top performance

To keep a manufacturing operation as 
efficient and productive as possible, all 
processes must be continuously checked 
and adjusted, if necessary. SIPLACE 
experts analyze production processes 
on-site, identify and suggest potential 
improvements and help with their 

 implementation. We even develop 
 solutions for special placement needs 
(nozzles and grippers). With SIPLACE, 
you can improve your plant’s efficiency 
for the long term.

Global service network

Vendors’ levels of reliability, honesty  
and accessibility are unpredictable. The  
SIPLACE team provides reassurance 
that you will always enjoy these ben-
efits. In addition to our four SIPLACE 
Appli cation Centers, SIPLACE custom-
ers have access to a global network 
of service and support locations. With 
SIPLACE you have a standardized, 
global and reliable service infrastructure 
at your disposal.

Grafik?

Assets

People

Processes

Installation &
Commissioning Maintenance Support Upgrade &

Options

SIPLACE Knowledge
Gap Analysis SIPLACE Training Process Training

Customization
Services

Performance 
Services
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SIPLACE X-Series: Placement in perfection

Quality ratings

Pickup rate ≥ 99.95 %**
Dpm rate ≤ 3 dpm*
Lightning levels up to 6

Machine SIPLACE	X4i SIPLACE	X4 SIPLACE X3 SIPLACE X2

Number of gantries 4 4 3 2
Placement performance
 IPC-performance 102,000 cph 81,000 cph 62,200 cph 43,400 cph
 SIPLACE benchmark perfomance 120,000 cph 90,000 cph 69,500 cph 49,000 cph
 Theoretical performance 135,500 cph 124,000 cph 93,000 cph 62,000 cph
Component spectrum 01005 to 27 x 27 mm² 01005 to 200 x 125 mm² 01005 – 200 x 125 mm² 01005 – 200 x 125 mm²

Head	types* SIPLACE 20-nozzle collect & place head SIPLACE 12-nozzle collect & place head SIPLACE 6-nozzle collect & place head SIPLACE	TwinHead

Placement accuracy  ± 41 µm/3σ ± 41 µm/3σ ± 45 µm/3σ  ± 22 µm/3σ
Angular accuracy  ± 0.5 °/3σ ± 0,5 °/3σ ± 0,2 °/3σ  ± 0,05 °/3σ

Conveyors types

Conveyor types Flexible dual conveyor, single conveyor
Transport modes Synchronous, asynchronous
PCB size 50 x 50 mm² – max. 685 x 610 mm²
PCB thickness 0.3 to 4.5 mm (ticker PCBs on request)
PCB weight max. 3 kg

Component supply and feeder modules

Feeder slots SIPLACE X changeover table: 160 8-mm X tape feeder modules (148 tracks with SIPLACE X4i), SIPLACE HF changeover table: 180 tracks with 3 x 8mm S
Component supply SIPLACE changeover table, SIPLACE Matrix Tray Changer (MTC)

X tape feeder modules, S tape feeder modules        
 Alternative feeder module types, Matrix trays, stick feeders, bulk case, application-specific OEM feeder modules

*  Performing professional maintenance in the scope and intervals recommended by ASM ensures that your SIPLACE equipment will deliver the  
 specified performance and accuracy across its entire life cycle. Our various maintenance contracts make this job even easier for you.

**  According to evaluation criteria
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Production Planning

Verification	/	Training	/	Maintenance	/	Upgrades	/	Tools	/	Spares	/	Onsite	Support

Printer / Stencils / Consumables / Screens / Tooling

Programming
Setup Preparation

Changeover
Maintenance

Process Monitoring 
&	Optimization

ASM
Facebook

ASM 
LinkedIn

ASM
YouTube

ASM
Website

www.asm-smt.com
www.facebook.com/

ASMAssemblySystems 

www.linkedin.com/
company/asm-assembly-

systems

www.youtube.com/c/
ASMSMTSolutions
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